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Global authorities such as the SEC, Federal Reserve, European 
Commission and European Central Bank are currently 
transitioning the market’s use of LIBOR1 as a base rate for 
floating-rate securities such as bank loans, CLOs and private 
credit2 towards the use of the current front runner as a 
replacement: SOFR, which stands for the Secured Overnight 
Financing Rate.

TRANSITIONING THE BASE RATE FROM LIBOR TO SOFR

A base rate is a broadly-accepted interest rate on which a financial instrument’s 
coupon is based. For example, a bank loan’s coupon may be quoted as L+400, 
which stands for LIBOR as the base rate plus 400 basis points. LIBOR at the time 
of this writing is 2.3% and therefore a L+400 coupon would mean a 6.3% yield. 
This coupon freely floats over time depending on the movement of LIBOR on a 
real-time, second-by-second and day-by-day basis.
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Exhibit 1:  Moving from LIBOR to SOFR as the Base Rate
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Because LIBOR is an estimated rate between banking institutions, it offers limited transparency and is 
therefore potentially subject to manipulation by individuals at those banking institutions. In contrast, SOFR is 
highly transparent and simply based on three U.S. Treasury overnight repurchase agreement4 rates. Therefore, 
SOFR is not easily manipulated. 

LIBOR also suffers from a low volume of daily trading, at $500 million per day on average, and is therefore not 
a particularly liquid or deep market. In contrast, SOFR is both liquid and deep, with a market of approximately 
$1 trillion in daily trading.

WHAT SHOULD INVESTORS DO?
With this development in mind, Marquette recommends no change and that investors should continue to 
keep their portfolios invested and allocated normally. This is just a replacement of a reference rate with no 
input to the credit profile of securities or how the markets ultimately function for the investor.

Marquette will continue to monitor this transition and provide further guidance as future developments 
warrant.

Presently the aim of global authorities is to phase out LIBOR and replace it with SOFR such that future bank 
loan coupon quotes, for example, would be S+400, or SOFR as the new and go-forward base rate plus 400 
basis points, as shown previously in Exhibit 1.

WHY THE TRANSITION FROM LIBOR TO SOFR
The impetus for this transition is because LIBOR has been easily manipulated in the past. Between 2005 and 
2015, there were several scandals involving major banks who manipulated LIBOR and were subsequently 
fined several billion dollars in total for fraud by the U.S. Department of Justice and the European Commission. 

THE TIMING 
Financial authorities have devised a timeline to end the use of LIBOR by the end of 2021 such that SOFR will 
replace LIBOR beginning in 2022. In the meantime, global financial market authorities, banks, lenders, asset 
managers, and industry groups such as the LSTA (Loan Syndications and Trading Association) are working on 
amendment language in every new/amended loan document to transition away from LIBOR and implement 
SOFR-based loans. The current focus is on how to use the variants3 of SOFR and potentially develop new 
variants or derivatives of SOFR to solve the problem of initially mirroring LIBOR yet eventually serving as a 
more-reliable, less-easily manipulated base rate than LIBOR.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LIBOR AND SOFR
The key differences between LIBOR and SOFR are their respective dimensions of transparency, liquidity, and 
depth, as laid out in Exhibit 2 below. 

Exhibit 2:   SOFR’s Key Advantages Over LIBOR

LIBOR SOFR

Not transparent, easily manipulated Transparent, not easily manipulated

Not liquid, not deep; only $500M of daily trading Very liquid, very deep; approx. $1T of daily trading
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NOTES

1 LIBOR stands for the London Interbank Offered Rate, which is the rate of interest at which banks in the wholesale 
money markets in London offer to lend money to one another. In the U.S. and global capital markets, LIBOR is used as a standard 
financial index and the base rate for floating-rate securities.

2 Bank loans, CLOs and private credit are the asset classes most affected by this transition from LIBOR to SOFR. Bank
loans, also known as senior secured loans, leveraged loans or floating-rate loans, are secured by the assets of the issuing 
company, are publicly traded, and are broadly owned by 30 — and in many cases 100 — or more lenders or asset managers. 
CLOs, standing for collateralized loan obligations, pertain to pools of 100 or more bank loans, and publicly traded tranches of 
securities are issued with the pool of loans serving as collateral. These tranches rank from the least risky, carrying a AAA credit 
rating, to the riskiest, carrying no rating as the first-loss equity tranche. Private credit has two forms, both of which are privately 
originated rather than publicly traded: direct lending, which are senior and secured — the corollary of bank loans on the public 
side, and mezzanine debt, which are junior and unsecured.

3 The nuances of the SOFR variants will be outside the scope of this paper. They include the forward looking term SOFR, 
SOFR compounded in advance, SOFR compounded in arrears and daily simple SOFR in arrears. They each have their own 
advantages and disadvantages pertaining to volatility profile and timeline of being published by the authorities such as the 
Federal Reserve.

4 A repurchase agreement, also known as a repo, is a type of short-term borrowing, typically in government securities. A 
repo contract stipulates that one market participant sells the underlying security, which could be U.S. Treasury bonds, to another 
market participant and repurchases them typically the next day at a higher price.


